
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST TRIVIA

Things Known to be Canon

Peter telling Catherine that he and Father went to medical school when they were talking in the
Great Hall during DEAD OF WINTER and during the plague in ASHES,ASHES.

PROMISES OF SOMEDAY, Father said that Grace brought him to the tunnels.

Catherine's mother's first name was never given.

No reference is given or shown for Bathing Chambers or Bathrooms Below.

LABYRINTHS--background biographies are given for some of the major characters--William, 
Mary, Old Man, Pascal.

THE ALCHEMIST--we learn that John Pater designed the first pipe codes.

It is assumed that there is a common kitchen and dining room since William is explained as the
community cook.

The pipes are used for communication purposes only.

The REST IS SILENCE--John Pater is telling Father that it should have been him that should 
have been made head of the community.

PILOT--Edie's computer screen shows that Catherine was attacked in both 1986 and 1987. 
Wonderful blunder of post production--as the screen shows 1986 in the single files of 
Catherine and the other two women attacked that night but 1987 in the list of assaults.

PILOT, A HAPPY LIFE--Vincent visits Catherine's balcony eight months later which means 
about 22 December, around Christmas. 12 April +eight months + 10 days she stayed below 
after attack.

BEGGAR'S COMET--year listed on Catherine's grave stone is 1956.

NOR IRON BARS A CAGE--Professor Hughes and Jonathan Gould reported that Vincent had 
extensive body hair.

BBTV body hair discussion-- someone had said when you look back at the massive amount of 
hair/fur/whatever extending beyond Vincent's sweater cuffs in many episodes, the words that 
come to mind are both extensive and excessive. Sometimes it seems almost profuse or 
shaggy



ASHES, ASHES--Peter's daughter's name is Susan, mentioned not making it to the wedding--
fly by reference.

DARK SPIRIT--first appearance of Narcissa.

Can be considered Canon/Fanon--heard or read somewhere that the temperature below was 
fairly constant, hard time separating the show itself and the fanfic.

PILOT--Detective Herman was name of detective peering into tunnel opening in basement of 
brownstone.

Numerous discussions--Vincent is 33 years old, Catherine is 30 years old.

Vincent birthday discussion-- someone stated Catherine attends her first Winterfest{DEAD OF 
WINTER], after their first anniversary{TEMPTATION}, and before their second 
anniversary{THE WATCHER}, and there is no controversy about this. That is, during the winter
following her attack.

PILOT--Catherine's police file number after she was attacked was ADRX-71423

SONG OF ORPHEUS--name of newspaper that Margaret's message was in--New York 
Examiner.

A FAIR AND PERFECT KNIGHT--Michael was accepted to Brayfield College.

THE WATCHER--Catherine's phone number is 212-555-8291

Stony Point is used in both episodes--THE WATCHER and A GENTLE RAIN

THE BEAST WITHIN--Mitch Denton's father Sam who was a helper sent Mitch to live in the 
tunnels when he was a child.

PILOT--Vincent was named after the hospital where he was found.

Ron Koslow stated that he named Catherine after the Cathy character in Wuthering Heights

Someone had mentioned something on the BBTV list about Devin's alias Carl 
Sydney{BROTHERS} being homage to the character in Tale Of Two Cities, Sydney Carton

SONG OF ORPHEUS--Vincent refers to the chess game played by Fischer--Spassky{7th 
game, 1972}

CHINA MOON--Henry Pei meets Catherine on the corner of 51st Street and Lexington Avenue

PROMISES OF SOMEDAY--Devin's name when he returns to the US is Derek Saunders.

DOWN TO A SUNLESS SEA--Catherine and Steven Bass had a walk-up apt in Soho.



OUTSIDERS--Mary has lived in the tunnels for 19 years.

ARABESQUE--School Lisa Campbell attended Brookhill School Of The Arts

A FAIR AND PERFECT KNIGHT--Catherine's blazer insignia is from Radcliffe.

WHAT ROUGH BEAST--Bernie Spirko works for the New York Sentinal.

CEREMONY OF INNOCENCE--Catherine's dream has reporters asking her what her father 
would think about Vincent

WHEN THE BLUEBIRD SINGS--Temperature outside when Kristopher Gentian died was -20* 
and he went to Cooper Union School Of The Arts.

THE WATCHER--License plate of car Watcher is driving when he abducts Catherine is NY 
CLO-426

A DISTANT SHORE--Catherine's hotel room in LA where she stayed while investigating the 
rock group Phoenix is room 312.

TEMPTATION--Joe's worked for the DA's office for 7 years

PILOT--Game show Press Your Luck could be heard playing on the TV in the background 
when Catherine found Carol Stabler's body.

MASQUES--Brigit's father was staying in the Brandon Motel

THE BEAST WITHIN--Mitch saves Vincent's life by holding open grate as they were fleeing an 
attack by hobos in a railway yard.

Someone said that Canon does hold that Vincent and Catherine can have kids.

Someone said that Classic Canon ends with Catherine screaming Vincent's name in the 
chamber he retreated to

THE ALCHEMIST--When Vincent is talking to Father about the man Catherine is investigating 
stating the man only wanting gold, Father tells Vincent "Because I hope I am mistaken. A man,
no one you know. We banished him from this place before you were born. It was our first real 
test of government. His name was John Pater, but he called himself by another 
name...Paracelsus."

THE REST IS SILENCE--Peter tests Vincent's blood and it's found not to be human.

Someone quotes Vincent telling Catherine, "There is a nameless river...sometimes I go there."

LABYRINTHS--Catherine likes to jog in the park or just run.



Numerous discussions--someone stated but the fact is, in Canon, Vincent did whatever he 
wanted and went wherever he pleased, like the grown man he is.

Balcony Scenes--someone stated she turns and finds him standing there. No info on how he 
actually gets to her balcony.

PILOT--Vincent rides on top of an elevator to get to the roof of a building.

PILOT--Vincent comes across Catherine after she is dumped from the moving van 

PILOT--Edie's computer screen says unconscious body{Catherine's} was dumped in Central 
Park by three caucasian males at approximately 8:30pm

THE WATCHER--Jenny has precognitive dreams

A HAPPY LIFE--Someone said that the only Canon we have where Catherine even considers 
one of her friends meeting Vincent is when she is talking with Nancy.

A HAPPY LIFE--Vincent tells Catherine she must forget him, that she must live the life she was
meant to live. 'The children waiting to be born' {think this is correct episode, trying to verify}

Someone said that 'this is my own experience but writing the happily ever after is definitely the 
more challenging part because you have to consider how they're going to grow and change 
together, and there's absolutely nothing in Canon about how they do that'

A DISTANT SHORE--Catherine gives her address as 'East 60's near Central Park' after being 
picked up at the airport.

Fan Investigation--Catherine lived on Central Park West in the Langham Apartments. Building 
address is 135 Central Park West, between West 73rd Street and West 74th Street, New York,
NY 10023. Lives on 18th floor, apt 21-E

Joe's address is never revealed in the series, only the apt # given

Catherine Below--Someone said Catherine is very involved, we've seen her distributing items 
to the tunnel dwellers. Helping to pick up food donations to those Below. Procuring items 
needed for surprises{flowers for Kanin and Olivia} The children inviting her to special events 
when other helpers have not been invited

DEAD OF WINTER--Peter telling Vincent and Father that he will need a guide back up 
whereas Catherine knows her way around the tunnels without a guide{even though she is 
always with Vincent]

BROTHERS--Shallow talk discussion--Vincent tells Charles about an incident in the park 
where Vincent believed he scared a little girl so badly she started crying. Incident is never 
shown, Vincent only spoke of it."A little girl, no older than i was" when he first saw the moon.



Character question--Does anyone know what color Samantha's eyes are? Answer given was 
Brown.

AN IMPOSSIBLE SILENCE--Joe was 14 years old when his father who was a policeman was 
killed while returning home by two kids who slit his throat

LABYRINTHS--Mary says she lost her child but no age or sex given

Someone said Grace brought Father to the tunnels in 1952, the year he lost everything. Anna 
found Vincent in 1955. Father became leader of the community after the mess with Paracelsus
sometime during that year, when Vincent was still a baby.

LABYRINTHS--Williams tells Brian 'my life was nothing but disappointments and failures. 
Nothing good ever happened until I found this home beneath the city. Down here I do what i do
best--I cook. I feed people and they appreciate me. i'm needed'

PROMISES OF SOMEDAY--Devin used the Wells name at the end of the episode when he 
bought his plane ticket. The ticket agent asked his name and he gave Devin Wells.

Someone said it's pretty clear in canon that there really isn't one unifying religion Below. The 
one religion mentioned is Narcissa's voodoo and thats roundly dismissed by Father. What 
ceremonies you see in canon aren't marked by prayers or offerings--just the spirit of 
community, of a larger family getting together

THOUGH LOVERS BE LOST--Joe ends up at St. Clare's hospital after explosion

Backstory on Mary--Someone said we know there was terrible tragedy in her life from canon 
and also based on suggestions from canon we know she came Below many years prior to the 
beginning of our show.

THOUGH LOVERS BE LOST--screen says "6 months later" after Vincent loses Catherine in 
the car during the failed rescue attempt

Someone said canon states most medicines don't work on Vincent. Could Father have learned
this when he tried to get supplies to do the surgery on Vincent to fix his palate?

Someone said well for one--all we know from canon about Vincent's tolerance for medication is
what Father says in the trilogy. That his biochemistry is very different and that sedatives given 
during his illness only seemed to aggravate his condition.

Someone reminds us that Father did say in the pilot that he had been saving the antibiotics in 
case one of them {he or Vincent} got sick, so there must have been a few medications he 
could use safely in Vincent.

 


